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The anonymous review 
this is a fair commentary and it Tacks the prejudice of Kartz's but while 

all that is says ap-cars to be ralsonable, it in fact undescoree the basic fist, 
fact, that there are remarkably few people is the country who have taken the 
time to read all the extensive material necessary to a basic understanding 
of the realities and can know whether a belief or a conjecture is supported 
by the official fact. So of thcis basic fact is hard for a professional scholar 
to believe because the real store of t,e assassination and its investigations 
is without precedent. Per exempla, neither of these reviewers states or reflects 
aely understanding of the fact that in our society an assassination of any 
President is a de facto coup d'etat.If' the assassination has no .each intent 
it does have that result. That was true when Johnson, who held many beliefs 
that were not aennedy's, became 2reliat."-ialkellso believed that there had 
been a conspiracy and this is recorded in the disclosed official fact. But as 
is little known and not mentioned by either reviewer, he agreed on the night 
of the second day after the assassination to it being assumed that Oswald was 
the lone assassin and that without any real investigation having been possible 

01441 for the government to say that the evidence itnhad proved Oswald was the lone 
assassin when it had no such evidence— not then and not when the Comaiseioa 
issued its 41eport. In fact, it was never possible to place Oswald at the 
place from which the shots were alleged to have come at the time when they 
were fired and he was not there then. The government never had a case that 
it could have dared take to court and this is without, question, although the 

faeeleAeedeil proofs are buried in the great mass of ofeicialrT5E3rds most of which have 
nothing at all to do with the crime. I have copies of some of this documentation 
separated for copying and I would suggest that it be used in facsimile to make 
that information moreteadily available. I believe it has never been disclosed 
in facsieile and has rarely been mentioned in the media./ 

The reviewer's observation that Wren° did not Conduct interviews of Church 
committaeliad ieuse assassins committee staffs is correct but the reviewer appears 
not to have understood thp 'erone limited himeelf to the official record end 
not the opinions of those woe had their own and their committees' pasts to 
defend. With the Church committee the assassination subcommittee was headed by 
Senator Schweiker. The other member, Senator Bart, had nothing at all to dciwith 
it. Schwoiker was dominated by the theories none of which had aey validity in the 
existing, available and official fact and he ignored this existing evidence 
in pursuit of his fanasy. and got nowhere with all that silliness. 

-Findine out the true is 	ore difficult now thanthe author would have 
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/1. 
us believe.' gone did not undertake to addees the whole proof of the assasi- 

nation. His is a study of the imporince of the Zaerudee film, of one aspect 
of thu assassination and its investigations, one aspect that has never been 
addressed as ho has, with the inclusivoness and the detail and the documentation 
of that ieportant assassination evidence. But the fact is that as almost none cettsee 
who have written about the assassinranderstand, it is not possible for private 
persons to now investigate the assassination because the crime itself was never 
officially investigated. There,  is documentation of this and as sugpsted above, 
some of it might well be included, in facsimile. 

The reviewer's Illustrations of what he terms purple prose that are, on 
A 

their face, reaeonable, reflect the lack of knoeledg4 the entwnsive official 
fact, one of the problems created by massive investigation of the irrelevant 
that created a mass of irrelevand records and by the mass alone 7214 an 
effective denial of access. 

The first is Wrone's statement that 	Uhurch comeittee 'permanently 
dishonored the nation'." This refers to the Schweiker subcommittee and when 
only its interpvetalion of its obligations is considered the Urone comment 
is not excessive. Schweikex began with impossible but attractive preconceptions 0460q1 and nothing else and want nwheoe, goin anywhere with thiriEnse *tions being 
impossible. 

The second illuetratton is of the attribution of shame to the CIA end& 
an argument agaiOat believing this is that Wrens "cletms that the CIA provided 
a strong criticism of the Warren commission deport." That proof was not given 
to tbe calimisoion but was withheld by-Arthe Uia until its disclosure was 
compelled by the dockefeller comeiseion. That Co=iseion, beaded by the former 
Commission assistant counsel, David 	in turn suppressed that p-zeof. I 
did obtain it and. I did eubliq‘itin facsimile in the 1976 reprint of Aoto-
graphis 'Aitewash on pages 295 following. 

This reviewer misunderstood what crone was saying in his comment that 
professors have been unwilling to criticise the government. Tyrone did not mean 
it as a general statement. Be meant as criticism related to the assassination 
and its investigations, and that is a true, an unexaggerated statement. 

The reviewer believes that EL/1y erofessors "have failed to resolve the 
matter not for the leek of trying but because the discovery of convincing 
evidence has proven virtually impossible." This is a reasonable presumption 
but very few professors have made the effort and the few who have asked Questions 
of me or have used the arehive peke freely available to all did not believe 
the official "solution" to begin with. However, other than in solving the 
crime, "the discovery of convincing evidence" that the government did not do 
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what the country eepected it to do and that it did not solve the crime is 
so reueily available that I have printed nine books on that, with hundreds 
of pages in faee4 mi1e, ineludine records that were officially suppressed, Ar 
like those referred to above aqd like the death certificate. Imagine that in 
an inveetigation of a limurder the official certificate of

41  
dea a was not 

h.1 4  only suppressed from twenty--one large volumes, it wan hieeen
A 
 so that researchers 

could not find it by a dilegent search for itl 
The reviewer* belief that there should be "added thought to the quick 

dismissal of a possible Cuban etneetion" ellusteatee how little understanding 
ce the basic fact there is seen among the better informed

CO 
 elelee Per there to 

have been a Cuban connection that "connection" had to be able to do much more 
that shoot the President and much more than get away. That was impossible for 
Cuba or for most countries. Besides which no country would have eleallaila-ti  
of using an eswald as all assassin. he was, despite all the obfuscation, so 
poor a shot 4...7bare earlier that(s friends in the -Marines testifiielAlet 
they credited him with hits when he missed in their t:erget shooting. And 
even then Oswald was only a single point above the minimum required of all 
in the military. The corps' commanceent rated Oswald as a "rather poor hot," 
arone did report. But even more important is the fact that beginning with 
the solution to the Cuba missile crisis of October, 1962, not only chat there 
considerable chanep in the policies of the fiennedy administration, that solu- 
tion guaranteed Castro and Cuba against any invasion. That was a protection 
ihruschchev could not provide and his inability to provide that is what led 
to the introduction of Soviet missiles into Cuba. Castro would have had to 
be an idiot to kill his only real protection i1 the entire world: That solu- 
tion eas that the "sited -etates uoul4 protect Cuba against any invasion. 

Senator aueeell did believe that there might have been a Oomeunist connection, 
as whatTehnson said can be interpreted as meaning/  but they knew only what 
they were gienei and aside from any preconceptions they may hove bad what was 

11ergiven to then led them to 	beliefs. Neither was given all that was 
obtained, not any of the information that established the impossibility of 
the assassination having been a Cuban job. 

On the Russell "tereinally ill" comment, 7mussell had emphysema and there 
1)4= 1 was no 	- cure for it. But it does not kill insteeeiye it takes years. And 

as he told and wrote OD, it limited what he could undertake after he knew how the 
Comeeseion had violated its agreed-to procedures and had eliminated from its 
records the record of his disagreement he was making fozejlestory, for Senator 
Cooper and for himself.i also have documentation of this f-se/the Uuseell archive 
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at the univeeeity of 'eorgia at ethens.It is suitable or facsimile reproduction 
if the University of Georgia's permission is obtained. :t includes an eloquent 
oral history by Sgfetor Cooper/. 

In the recommended use of pictureverith which I agree, that use requires 
copyright eormission and with the Zapruder family that means a very high cost, 
which is what they charge. 

An illustration of how little the most intolligent ha,e been able to 
learn about the actualities of the assassination and its investigation, this 
reviewer is "inclined tiaccept the unofficial conclueiolfof the House Select 
Committee ma staff director that Qewald killed Ja under mob direction and 
with help." The fact is that 4obert Blakey began with the presumption the 
assassination was a ilob job and despite the great effort he made to prove it 
came up blank, there being, in fact, no reason even to suspect that the 
mafid had the President keilled. Not in the established official fact. It 
is illuArative of the realities that are almost entirely unlenown that the 
EXA did not even get from the PSI, and this means after in FaA litigation 
I bad forced them into the public doman, anything like the volume of those 
F2I assassination records I had made public. I do not not have access to the 
files in which the 213I report on what the MCA got from it but my recollection 

is that ft got almost as mahy mafia retards as it those said to be on 
te assassination. and those it got on the assassination were not much more 
than ?Ladf of what l had obtained by that litigation. 

err ft he (rim realities are not what an authentic and informed scholar would 
expect them to be- should be entiti)ed to expect them to ter be. 

Tal, for example, the abundant criticism of government by scholars on 
other subjects ie assume to be their criticism on thie subject, and that is 
not what the eecord shows. 

If this book is publishadVdrone will be only the thord person who published 
a book about the assassination that is devoid of theorizing and restricts itself 
entirely or almost entirely to the official fact of the official investigations-
and abo which officialdom was often not correct in interpretation of it or 
in the meaning given to it. 

While this may be bard to believe, that it is the fact i1 that all I printed 
on this in all twee volumes is what the official record actually says ereiiispite 
the unix:ice-med. slurs by Kraft, who confuses hie likee and didlikes with evidenceas  
With the passing of thirty-five years since the publication of my first book, not 
one of the Commission or ofits staf, or of thatheuse committee or its stafr has 
written or phoned me to co4an that r  was unfair off" inaccurate in what 1 wrote 
about him. ',2his, not the ICurtz fabrications, is the fact. It reflects the reality. 


